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Vetasi Asset Resource Management
Extensions to the core MAXIMO product to fulfill wider
work and asset management requirements resulting in a
more complete and comprehensive solution.

Manifesting and
Logistics Manager
for IBM Maximo
Manage complex goods
movements in Maximo.
•D
 elay issues to work-orders until the
goods are on remote site or at the
storage complex
•T
 rack inter-store movements
•T
 rack asset transfers between
operating locations

Manage the logistics for your projectbased assets and stores separately
Produce manifests and other
documentation needed to move
goods
Eliminate shortages on critical
exercises
Ensure all physical resources for
these assets are available
 void additional emergency
A
procurements and delays on specific
project tasks
Reduce overtime and additional
labour costs on projects
Reduce shipping costs

Vetasi has grown to become the largest IBM Maximo EAM business partner in the UK. This phenomenal success is due to the quality of our team,
our processes and our focus on creating continual business improvement for our clients.
We bring to our clients a comprehensive knowledge and industry expertise in areas of Enterprise Asset Management, business and regulatory
requirements, software and hardware platform integration, software implementation, project management and ongoing support.

Manifesting and Logistics Manager for IBM Maximo
Vetasi Manifesting and Logistics
Manager works with Maximo to
handle complex movements of
goods, often project based or off
shore.
Maximo provides information on goods
that need to be transported, and the
Manifesting and Logistics Manager module
takes over to handle:
• Manifesting
•D
 istribution of goods over physical and logical
locations (e.g. Manifest is a logical location whereas
Offshore holding area is a physical location)
•T
 racking of all goods movements, on demand,
between different locations
•P
 urchasing to a distribution complex rather than a
Maximo store
On completion of the transfer process, the
Manifesting and Logistics Manager returns
the role of managing the goods to Maximo.
• Assets are relocated to their intended location
•S
 tocked items are assigned to their target
storerooms
•D
 irect issues, once complete, will “release” the
Work Order for processing

Vetasi Manifesting and Logistics Manager should be used wherever it is important to track and
keep record of goods and asset movements between stores and between different locations.
It is ideal for operations that cover a number of internal goods stores and locations to satisfy a
number of different projects.
From the management of manifesting, to tracking the location of goods and the logging of
goods movements, it supports a logistics function that isolates stores and assets in readiness for
a maintenance-led refurbishment exercise; and extends this capability to mobile components and
assets that need to be transported to a remote site, for example an oil platform or satellite plant.

Within the logistics process, the user will
be able to:
• Identify where the goods are and in what quantities
• See a full history of goods movements
•O
 btain an estimate of when the goods will become
available
• Manage rejected items
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An order is associated with a
work order either by attaching it
to a PO line or by entering the
ordered item into the work order
plans. The inventory reorder
process will then create an
associated PO.

Goods are managed in terms of
logistics or manifesting. All
goods are tracked as logistical
items with a complete
movement history. The final
manifest destination can include
direct movement to a storeroom
or direct issue to a work order.

Logistics locations include:
onshore holding area, offshore
holding area, compounds, lost in
transit, set-aside for return etc.

